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Carbon monoxide:  important reactant in many industrial  
catalytic processes.   Dissociation is a fundamental step (e.g. in 
Boudouard reaction: 2CO  → CO2+C ).

=> basis research on CO adsorption and dissociation on different 
catalysts using surface science techniques + quantum-mechanical 
calculations

  

  Metal nanoclusters or nanoparticles (NPs): important in     
heterogeneous catalysis;   for applicative purposes, grown on a support 
(useful in controlling NPs size,  preventing sintering at high T,  
selectivity, ...)

=>  the synthesis of ordered arrays of well-defined equally sized NPs is 
the goal of many efforts 

Why CO? Why supported nanoclusters?
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Figure 12. LT-STM images of Al2O3/Ni3Al(111) measured at T = 23 K and different bias voltages. The unit cell of the hexagonal alumina
superstructure is drawn in red. The image parameters are (a) the ‘network structure’ at Ubias = 3.2 V (278 Å ⇥ 278 Å, IT = 122 pA), (b) the
‘dot structure’ at Ubias = 2.0 V (278 Å ⇥ 278 Å, IT = 105 pA), (c) the ‘dot structure’ with inverted contrast at Ubias = 4.2 V
(123 Å ⇥ 123 Å, IT = 103 pA). In (d) two cross sections taken at the positions indicated in (a) and (b) are shown. Parts (a), (b) and (d) are
adapted from [92]. Copyright 2005 by Elsevier. Part (c) is adapted from [95]. Copyright 2008 by Elsevier.

Figure 13. LT-STS measurements of Al2O3/Ni3Al(111) at T = 23 K [157]. (a) Tunneling spectra measured at the points indicated on the
STM image (50 Å ⇥ 50 Å, IT = 100 pA) in the inset. Curves (A) and (B) were acquired after the feedback loop was opened at 3.2 V. The
corresponding modulation frequency was 10 kHz with an amplitude of 40 mV. (b) Fourier filtered STM image (53 Å ⇥ 53 Å, IT = 95 pA,
Ubias = 3.2 V). (c) Tunneling spectra (A)–(F) acquired at the points indicated in (b).

spectra are shown together with the corresponding STM image
in which the positions are shown where the spectra were
acquired. Curves (A) and (B) were taken at a deep hollow
site and on the hexagon surrounding that site, respectively. In
the range �4 to �6 V the main ascent of the density of states
of the oxide valence band was visible. At the large tip–sample
separation used for these spectra, no electronic states in the
range �4–2.7 V were detected. Above a value of 2.7 V an
increase of the density of states was seen, which corresponded
to the lower edge of the oxide conduction band. From this
it was possible to derive a value of 6.7 eV for the bandgap
of the Al2O3 film. The bandgap of an Al2O3 film prepared

on NiAl(110) has also been quoted before at 6.7 eV [210].
The comparison of curves (A) and (B) in figure 13(a) shows
that the bandgap measured by STS was a function of the tip
position. In figure 13(b) an STM image is shown for which a
set of tunneling spectra were measured at different locations
(A)–(F) and the corresponding STS spectra are displayed in
figure 13(c). The center of this STM image (A) shows a shallow
hollow that was a coincidence point of the commensurate
Al2O3 structure [92]. The spectra were taken over a bias
voltage range of 1.5–3.3 V. This corresponded to an energy
range in the vicinity of the oxide conduction band edge where
electronic states originating from the oxide could be detected.
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Oxide ultrathin films: recently proposed as promising substrates for growing 
highly ordered nanostructure arrays through self-organization of adatoms.

Alumina (Al2O3) on Ni3Al(111) shows a superstructure with two 
different appearances according to the voltage bias:

LT (T=23 K) - STM images 

        unit cell of the alumina                   

        superstructure

278 Å × 278 Å

Degen et al., Surf. Sci. 2005; 
Moors et al., Appl. Surf. Sci. 2008

‘network structure’

Ubias = 3.2 V

‘dot structure’

Ubias = 2.0 V

A good template:
Ultrathin films of alumina onto 

Ni3Al(111) substrate 
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superstructure with unit cell

with respect to the substrate
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Ultrathin films of alumina onto 

Ni3Al(111) substrate 

Self-seeded nucleation of Cu nanoclusters on Al2O3/Ni3Al(111): an ab-
initio investigation†
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The mechanisms of seeding and nucleation of Cu nanoclusters onto an ultrathin alumina template supported on Ni3Al(111)
has been investigated by means of ab-initio calculations. Single Cu ad-atom diffusion on the oxide film is effective at room
temperature, allowing preferential occupation of the defective sites of the so-called “dot” structure, where the adsorption is
much stronger than in the “network” or any other surface site of the oxide. After the adsorption of the first Cu atom, further
nucleation at the “dot” sites proceeds with the formation of multi-atomic seeds (with up to 6 atoms contained in the defect) that
offer stiff anchoring for larger clusters. The whole process is thermodynamically favoured. We therefore clearly confirm and
rationalize some experimental evidence showing that the ultrathin Al2O3/Ni3Al(111) is an efficient template for the growth of
highly ordered arrays of small Cu nanoparticles.

1 Introduction

Metal nanoparticles, with a surface-to-volume ratio higher
than that of monocrystalline surfaces, can have unique prop-
erties that depend, among other factors, on their size and
shape1,2. Additionally, they have a high concentration of
uncoordinated sites, edges and kinks, which makes them in-
teresting for many applications, especially for heterogeneous
catalysis. The practical way to use metal nanoparticles as cata-
lysts is to grow them on an appropriate support, which in many
cases is an oxide. The support can play a role in the size and
size-distribution of the nanoparticles, and can determine and
modify their properties, including the catalytic activity and se-
lectivity for specific reactions: for example, the interaction of
CO with H2 onto supported Rh has been shown to change for
different oxide supports3,4. Nanoparticles with well defined
electronic and optical properties are also desirable in view of
the development of new electronic and optoelectronic devices.
It is because of these reasons that the synthesis of ordered ar-
rays of well-defined equally sized nanoparticles is the goal of
many efforts.

Several methods have been successfully applied to nanofab-
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rication, such as electron beam lithography, deposition of col-
loidal particles, atomic manipulation with scanning probe mi-
croscopes (STM and AFM), and laser-beam assisted deposi-
tion, among others5–7. All these techniques involve direct
instrumental manipulations of the systems, are almost inde-
pendent on the physical properties of the substrate and do not
guarantee, in general, to achieve an efficient control of both
size and spatial distribution.

In recent years, there has been increased interest in sur-
face structures that can serve as templates for growing highly
ordered nanostructure arrays through self-organization of
adatoms, making use of the intrinsic properties of the sub-
strate. The role of the template is also relevant in prevent-
ing sintering at high temperatures, thus yielding deactivation
of the catalytic devices. As an example, one or two metallic
monolayers epitaxially deposited on a substrate with a differ-
ent lattice constant arrange into regular dislocations and strain-
relief patterns that have been successfully used to create well-
ordered nanoscale arrays8. Several epitaxial systems meet the
condition of having dislocations and strain-relief patterns pe-
riodically arranged. Moireé structures could also be appro-
priate, like for example epitaxial graphene, showing periodic
variations in the potential energy surface for ad-atoms.

Oxide ultrathin films have been recently proposed as al-
ternative, promising substrates. In particular, it has been
found that the oxidation of clean NixAl single crystal ter-
minations under ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions gives
rise to highly ordered, extremely homogeneous ultrathin non-
stoichiometric alumina films9–16. The one formed onto
Ni3Al(111) is arranged into a superstructure whose unit cell
is (

p
67⇥

p
67)R12� with respect to the supporting alloy sur-
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     3-fold  and       6-fold 

symmetry sites

Schmid et al., PRL 2007;    Vesselli et al., PRL 2010

Ni3Al(111)

ultrathin layer of Al2O3 {
Ni3Al(111) substrate {

Fig. 1 Up: top view of the structural model of the
Al2O3/Ni3Al(111), with the sketch of the periodically repeated unit
cell. Directions of the primitive vectors of the underlying alloy are
also indicated (a 2 nm x 2 nm portion is shown in inset). Light blue
spots highlight the “dot” structure and small triangles mark the
“network”. The white circle and square identify the reduced models
considered for calculations. Bottom: side view of one unit cell.
Atomic coordinates are those obtained by Schmidt et al. 20. Red: O,
green: Al, blue: Ni

Cu adsorption on the two primary nucleation sites, “dot” and
“network”. The adsorption of Cu in the ”dot” site (D) is in-
deed quite strong, with energy of �2.12 eV when the Cu atom
is in the most stable position at the bottom of the hole, slightly
displaced offcenter. For comparison, the adsorption energy for
a Rh atom in the same site, reported as its preferential nucle-
ation site, is �3.5 eV31.

The “network” site, reported as the most stable adsorption
position for other metals, is a triangular structure formed by
three O ions (Figures 1 and 2a), therefore three different ad-
sorption configurations have to be considered: on-top of one
O atom (NT ), in between two O atoms (NB) and in the middle
of the triangle (NH ). The results are reported in Table 1. It is
interesting to note that the adsorption is stronger in the posi-
tions breaking the threefold symmetry of the “network” struc-
ture (Eads on NB=�1.33 eV and on NT =�1.12 eV). These val-
ues are remarkably weaker than in the “dot”, similarly to Rh,
although in that case the difference is much larger (Eads on
“network” site is reported to be only �0.18 eV for Rh31).

Therefore, DFT suggests that the “dot” site is the preferential
adsorption site also for Cu.

In the experiments of chemical vapour deposition (CVD)
onto alumina22,23 the Cu atoms impinging uniformly and ran-
domly on the surface have a much larger probability of inter-
acting with the outermost alumina layer rather than immedi-
ately and directly with the hole: infact, the unit cell parameter
of the Ni3Al(111) surface is 2.45 Å while the one of the “dot”
structure is 41.5 Å, yielding a coverage of holes of 3.5⇥10�3

monolayers referred to the metallic alloy surface. It is essen-
tial therefore to investigate the Cu interaction with other por-
tions of the surface, in terms of adsorption and diffusion. In
Table 1 we summarise the results of Cu adsorption in some
sites in the region of the hole, indicated in Figure 2b: they are
representative also of other sites of the oxide surface, charac-
terized by a similar local coordination. In most oxide surface
sites the strength of adsorption energy is about 0.5 eV, and in
any case smaller than 1 eV. Comparing the results of Table 1,
we can conclude that, after the “dot”, the “network” is the
second stable site for adsorption (and maybe possible nucle-
ation) of Cu on alumina/Ni3Al(111), followed by the adsorp-
tion on-top of some surface O ions (Eads on T1=�0.97 eV).
In general, it has been reported that for several transition met-
als the adsorption energy in the hole is typically 2 eV larger
than on the oxide surface20. Cu follows therefore this general
trend, although the difference between the adsorption energy
inside and outside the hole is smaller (0.79 eV considering NB
and 1.15 eV considering T1). It is also interesting to notice
that an adsorption energy of �0.99 eV is reported for Cu on-
top of an O atom of MgO films35.

Site Eads (eV) h (Å) Site Eads (eV) h (Å)
D �2.12 �3.42 H2 �0.54 2.09

NT �1.12 1.98 H3 �0.37 2.39
NB �1.33 1.78 B1 �0.60 2.09
NH �0.98 1.91 B2 �0.45 2.19
T1 �0.97 2.04 L1 �0.56 1.94
H1 �0.40 2.08 L2 �0.93 1.99

Table 1 Adsorption energies and equilibrium heights (from the
closest topmost O atoms) of Cu in the “dot”, “network”, and other
sites of the oxide surface shown in Figure 2a,b

3.1.2 Single atom diffusion: A question arising for a
thorough understanding of the nucleation process is whether
the Cu atoms arriving to the substrate through CVD can dif-
fuse on the alumina surface at room temperature, possibly
reaching the most stable adsorption sites and giving origin to
the nucleation process. To address this point we have cal-
culated the most relevant diffusion barriers onto the surface
and the possible additional one, known as Ehrlich-Schwoebel
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Technical details

• GGA-PBE

• pseudopotentials

• reduced models (~150 atoms + vacuum in all three spatial directions) 

• Ni3Al(111) treated under UHV by sputtering & annealing recipes

• alumina obtained by thermal oxidation at 1000 K in 10-7 mbar O2 

• Cu deposition by CVD 

• XPS spectra acquired @ SuperESCA beamline of ELETTRA Synchrotron

DFT calculations: 

Experiments:



Single Cu atom adsorption & diffusion

Fig. 1 Up: top view of the structural model of the
Al2O3/Ni3Al(111), with the sketch of the periodically repeated unit
cell. Directions of the primitive vectors of the underlying alloy are
also indicated (a 2 nm x 2 nm portion is shown in inset). Light blue
spots highlight the “dot” structure and small triangles mark the
“network”. The white circle and square identify the reduced models
considered for calculations. Bottom: side view of one unit cell.
Atomic coordinates are those obtained by Schmidt et al. 20. Red: O,
green: Al, blue: Ni
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in all cartesian coordinates to assure no interaction among the
repeated images.

3 Results
3.1 Interaction of Cu ad-atoms with the oxide surface

3.1.1 Single atom adsorption. The adsorption energy of a
single Cu ad-atom is defined as:

E ads = ESubs+Cu ! ESubs ! ECu (1)

where ESubs+Cu is the energy of the whole system, ESubs is the
energy of the bare supported alumina substrate and ECu the one
of an isolated Cu atom. With this definition, stable configura-
tions are characterized by negative adsorption energies.

On the basis of the experimental results and of the DFT
calculations available for Pd and Rh, we examine first of all the
Cu adsorption on the two primary nucleation sites, ‘‘dot’’ and
‘‘network’’. The adsorption of Cu in the ‘‘dot’’ site (D) is indeed
quite strong, with an energy of !2.12 eV when the Cu atom is in
the most stable position at the bottom of the hole, slightly
displaced o!center. For comparison, the adsorption energy for
a Rh atom in the same site, reported as its preferential nuclea-
tion site, is !3.5 eV.31

The ‘‘network’’ site, reported as the most stable adsorption
position for other metals, is a triangular structure formed by
three O ions (Fig. 1 and 2a), therefore three di!erent adsorption
configurations have to be considered: on-top of one O atom
(NT), in between two O atoms (NB) and in the middle of the
triangle (NH). The results are reported in Table 1. It is interest-
ing to note that the adsorption is stronger in the positions
breaking the threefold symmetry of the ‘‘network’’ structure
(Eads on NB = !1.33 eV and on NT = !1.12 eV). These values are
remarkably weaker than in the ‘‘dot’’, similarly to Rh, although in
that case the di!erence is much larger (Eads on ‘‘network’’ site is
reported to be only!0.18 eV for Rh31). Therefore, DFT suggests that
the ‘‘dot’’ site is the preferential adsorption site also for Cu.

In the experiments of chemical vapour deposition (CVD)
onto alumina22,23 the Cu atoms impinging uniformly and
randomly on the surface have a much larger probability of
interacting with the outermost alumina layer rather than
immediately and directly with the hole: in fact, the unit cell
parameter of the Ni3Al(111) surface is 2.45 Å while the one of
the ‘‘dot’’ structure is 41.5 Å, yielding a coverage of holes of
3.5 " 10!3 monolayers referred to the metallic alloy surface. It
is essential therefore to investigate the Cu interaction with
other portions of the surface, in terms of adsorption and
di!usion. In Table 1 we summarise the results of Cu adsorption
in some sites in the region of the hole, indicated in Fig. 2b: they
are representative also of other sites of the oxide surface,
characterized by a similar local coordination. In most oxide
surface sites the strength of adsorption energy is about 0.5 eV,
and in any case smaller than 1 eV. Comparing the results of
Table 1, we can conclude that, after the ‘‘dot’’, the ‘‘network’’ is
the second stable site for adsorption (and maybe possible
nucleation) of Cu on alumina/Ni3Al(111), followed by the
adsorption on-top of some surface O ions (Eads on T1 = !0.97 eV).
In general, it has been reported that for several transition
metals the adsorption energy in the hole is typically 2 eV larger
than that on the oxide surface.20 Cu follows therefore this
general trend, although the di!erence between the adsorption
energy inside and outside the hole is smaller (0.79 eV consider-
ing NB and 1.15 eV considering T1). It is also interesting to
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Fig. 2 (a, b) Relevant adsorption sites for Cu onto the alumina thin film on Ni3Al(111) in the neighborhood of the ‘‘network’’ and ‘‘dot’’ sites: NT, NB, and
NH are ‘‘network’’ top, bridge and hollow sites, respectively; T1, on-top an O atom; H1 and H2, hollow three-coordinated sites; H3, hollow tetra-
coordinated site; B1 and B2, bridge bi-coordinated sites; L1 and L2, limit sites in the border of the hole; D, most stable position inside the hole. (c) Selected
di!usion paths for Cu onto alumina close to the hole. Red: O, green: Al, blue: Ni.

Table 1 Adsorption energies and equilibrium heights (from the closest
topmost O atoms) of Cu in the ‘‘dot’’, ‘‘network’’, and other sites of the
oxide surface shown in Fig. 2a and b

Site E ads (eV) h (Å) Site E ads (eV) h (Å)

D !2.12 !3.42 H2 !0.54 2.09
NT !1.12 1.98 H3 !0.37 2.39
NB !1.33 1.78 B1 !0.60 2.09
NH !0.98 1.91 B2 !0.45 2.19
T1 !0.97 2.04 L1 !0.56 1.94
H1 !0.40 2.08 L2 !0.93 1.99
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Single atom energies in the 
most favored adsorption sites. 
In other sites,  |Eads|< 1 eV.

⟶

Concerning energetics, the  “dot” (D, or “hole”) sites are clearly the most favored. Kinetics is 
not opposing to the nucleation process of Cu clusters at the holes (energy barriers for 
diffusion are < 0.5 eV, small enough to be easily overcome at CVD conditions)

Most of the Cu atoms can eventually reach the “dot” sites and 
nucleate there, even taking into account their low concentration



Cu self-seeding in the hole

Strong adhesion of Cu to supporting 
metallic alloy

=> guarantees the stability of the 
nucleation centers, offering stiff 
anchoring also for multi-atomic seeds 
and further growth of 3D Cu NPs.

multi-atomic seeds



Self-seeded nucleation of ordered patterns of Cu NPs proceed... 
Calculations here up to Cu15;  exp. from CVD: minimum estimated size: Cu30

Seed-anchored NPs growth
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Al2O3/Ni3Al(111) 

● CO chemistry on supported Cu nanoclusters

● Conclusions



XPS on CO@Cu clusters
C 1s core level spectra measured in situ :
(i) upon exposure to CO at LN2 , (ii) at saturation, (iii) upon heating

(cluster size: 30 atoms) (cluster size: 100 atoms) (cluster size: 200 atoms)

(ii)

(i)

(iii)

Binding Energy (eV)

during uptake,
CO dissociates and C adsorbs on clusters

upon heating, CO desorbs, and the 
intensity related to the atomic C 
species increases up to a plateau, which 
is reached when the CO coverage drops

CO adsorption & dissociation

are influenced by 

CO gas pressure (i) and 
temperature (iii)



XPS on CO@Cu clusters: cluster size
C 1s core level spectra measured in situ : 
(i) upon exposure to CO at LN2 , (ii) at saturation, (iii) upon heating, for different cluster sizes 

Look at C/CO and     /    CO:   cluster size does matter!

(cluster size: 30 atoms) (cluster size: 100 atoms) (cluster size: 200 atoms)

(ii)

(i)

(iii)



5 10-9 mbar

XPS on CO@Cu clusters: CO background

Look at C/CO ratio:   CO background does matter!



C/CO signal after exposure of the Cu clusters to CO at LN2 temperature 
(filled markers) and at RT upon annealing (empty circles) in CO background:  

temperature & cluster size & CO background do matter in CO dissociation

XPS on CO@Cu clusters: cluster size and T



CO dissociation & Boudouard reaction

Langmuir-
Hinshelwood

Eley-
Rideal

Hints from atomistic simulations:

CO dissociation: highly endothermic

Boudouard reaction: also endothermic

(2CO  → CO2+C)



CO dissociation & Boudouard reaction

Langmuir-
Hinshelwood

Eley-
Rideal

Hints from atomistic simulations:

CO dissociation: highly endothermic

Boudouard reaction: also endothermic

C incorporated

 

Figure 4.

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

   



Effect of the catalyst finite size

Finite size (clusters instead of single crystal surfaces)

helps CO dissociation  and  coadsorption



Effect of the reactant coverage

CO coverage can reach the 
supra-monolayer limit in 

clusters!

High reactant coverage improves dramatically CO 
dissociation and  makes Boudouard reaction exothermic!



... and everything together



... and everything together

DFT projected density of states on the C atom and surrounding Cu atoms (average)
after CO dissociation



- holes of the “dot” structure of ultra-thin Al2O3 films on Ni3Al(111):  
preferential seeding sites for Cu, offering strong adhesion to the metal and stiff 
anchoring for further growth of 3D Cu clusters

- thermodynamics & kinetics contribute to make thin alumina films@Ni3Al(111) 
a good template for the growth of highly ordered Cu nanoclusters arrays

- finite size of Cu nanoclusters AND high reactant coverage favour the CO 
dissociation

- on Cu nanoclusters, supramonolayer reactant coverage can be reached!

- support makes nanoclusters more malleable

Conclusions

- J.A. Olmos-Asar, MP et al., 
in press on PCCP (2014)

- J.A. Olmos-Asar, MP et al., 
submitted
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